
The Fundamental truth about Tushes 
 

A friend from northern climes writes of the unscheduled return of winter. Her words are 

classically evocative.  True 21st century verismo.  Absolutely priceless:   

“Some of the tree leaves have turned to fall colors again.  Talking about color changes - my 
arse starts off rosey pink in the mornings; then I leave for work and by the time I get to work 
it's a greyish-blue  yep - confirmed - I'm freezing my arse off here in APRIL!!!” 
 

(You can tell she’s true anglo-saxon, with south african overtones. Calls it like it is.  No wishy-

washy ‘ass’ – this is a full-blooded, proudly British ‘arse’.  And a true-blue one, according to 

said description.  The sort of sentence that makes a male friend realize it’s high time to 

‘stare at the ceiling, and think of England’  

 

Which sets off a chain reaction of association . . . among other things - how would YOU like 

being the butt of every joke?  It’s a bum job, being a bum. Literally. 

 

The Human Sit-Upon, the bit that follows us around, goes by almost as many names as it has 

shapes and sizes. Most of them humorous, some crude, and not a few quaintly euphemistic 

(never mind obscure):  

arse, ass, backside, behind, bottom, bum, buns, buttocks, butt, can, cheeks, derrière, fanny, fundament, 
gluteus maximus, haunches, hind end, hindquarters, jacksy, keester, keister, nates, posterior, prat, rear, rear 
end,   rump,  seat, stern, tail, tail end, tooshie and tush.   
 
‘Ass’ is the bowdlerized American version of the good old-fashioned British  ‘arse’;  
derrière (borrowed from the French), seems to be currently out of fashion. Great pity – inspired some very 
witty wordplay where London derrière substitutes for Londonderry Air a.k.a Danny Boy. 
 
The medical profession employs the ponderously Latin ‘gluteus maximus’ a.k.a ‘glutes’;   
and your rear even has a technical name: ‘nates’.  
Bet you didn’t know that one.   
 

All said and done – your posterior has nearly as many names as the Eskimos have for snow. As 

Reader’s Digest has been saying for years – it pays to increase your word power.  

 

Some terms are used to describe real life situations (involving both people and events) - 

these are fittingly called: a pain in the butt. And, more than one piece of sublime poetry is 

titled:   

                                   “An Ode To My Butt”   

(I kid you not - Google it.) 

 



It’s a fundamental part of each of us, but seldom gets the recognition it deserves. Unless it’s 

boudaciously curved, and either very over-exposed, at the beach, or posed provocatively in 

some flatteringly figure-hugging, attention grabbing piece of fabric. I leave the rest to your 

vividly fertile imagination. 

 

But, let’s face it, even if one does have a tush that evokes the green-eyed envy of Latina 

lovelies and causes traffic accidents – one’s rear-end spends its entire existence exactly 

there – bringing up the rear. It follows us where-ever we go, without comment or complaint - 

except for the occasional impromptu remark. After all, a bum is a bum, and you can’t really 

say something like “typical – you can’t take it anywhere” (Though quick repartee has been 

known to save the situation).  The ability to instantly assume an expression of angelic 

innocence is an art worth cultivating.  Add upper-class outrage, expressively raised eyebrows, 

and the consummate use of a sideways glance at some hapless innocent patsy – and you’re a 

true social samurai.  

 

Thinking back, I realized that the last time I really paid attention to my backside was in high 

school. In those halcyon days boy's schools featured corporal punishment. It was free, and 

part of the culture. Believed to be very character forming. I’m not surprised our current crop 

of political leaders are such a pathetic, wimpy lot – I bet you none of them has ever been sent 

to the head-master for six of the proverbial best.  

Amazing what the prospect of pain can accomplish. An excellent way to learn the art of 

speedy negotiation. And stoic, manly endurance, should the worst-case scenario ensue. 

The procedure was business-like - On the command "Next!" one walked in. On the command 

"Bend!" one did exactly that. This was followed by a swish, the instant sensation of a red-hot 

line being burnt across one's posterior, and, a micro-second later, the sound of a whack! One 

then straightened up, and made a dignified exit.  

 

Pity this idiot (a callow second former), who got into a queue outside the vice principal's 

office, and on hearing "Next!", made his entrance, bearing a message from one of the 

teachers. On the word "bend" - he bent.  (This was no place for the slow-witted. Events 

moved fast).  There was a meaty sound: Thwack, thwack. Bulls eye both times. (The vice head 

also played cricket – a great batsman. All that off-the-field practice). 

 

Straightening up, said pimply boy squeaked "Sir! I was asked to bring you this message. Why 

am I being caned?"   

The vice head glanced at the said note, digested its contents, and with just the tiniest hint 

of an evil grin grunted: "that will teach you to wake up – and speak up. You now have a credit 

balance . . . . Next!!"   

 

"Next" happened to be me. A reasonably well-known visitor. Not quite a "frequent flier", but 

certainly battle hardened.  I looked the vice-principal in the eye. The image of that shocked, 

outraged, pained young face lingered in our eyes. I assumed the position. By now we were 

both laughing.  Wack!, wack!  I actually can't remember feeling anything.   



I visited the old school years later – chatted with “Sir” (now promoted to head without the 

vice), and we roared with laughter over that memory.  

 

Humour is not just the best medicine – it also proves the “mind over matter” principle. And 

that we never forget moments of intense emotion. I can understand why Nitrous Oxide was 

once so popular, and not just for visits to the dentist.  But, we digress. 

 

If you really want to renew your relationship with your posterior, go horseback riding. Enjoy 

the countryside, the fresh air, the feeling of man (or woman) and beast moving as one with 

nature. And – no sissy stuff. Try all the gears – trot, canter and gallop.  For best results, 

make it an all day event.  

 

I guarantee you – you will never take your butt for granted ever again.  
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